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Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully
imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets Outlander” (Thrillist) airing
Sundays on AMC and BBC America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and
Shudder. Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought
her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion
and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches,
discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in
Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld,
which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont.
Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and
Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic and
suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with
The Book of Life.

Five Women Wearing the Same Dress
This box set collects Against Impassable Barriers, Over Freezing Altitudes and At
Galactic Central, the fourth, fifth and sixth books in the Travels of Scout Shannon
series. Stranded on the far side of the moon with her friends, Scout Shannon waits
for rescue from galactic central. Hunted by two sets of enemies, surrounded by an
impenetrable barrier maintained by an almost alien class of humans, time runs
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short. Caught between two factions of a powerful trade dynasty, Scout fights to
remain free and to protect her friends. But the people trying to make her their
pawn barely seem human to her eyes. Fight them? She can barely understand
them. With friends on both sides of the planetary blockade, Scout just needs to find
a way to get her friends stuck on the inside to those waiting for them on the
outside. But foes also lurk on both sides. And they hide among her friends. How to
tell friend from foe? Scout better learn before the enemies close in around her.
"Against Impassable Barriers" the fourth book in "The Travels of Scout Shannon"
series, a young adult science fiction novel for fans of resourceful heroines, political
intrigue, and loyal dog sidekicks. Having escaped yet another closing trap, Scout
Shannon finds herself on a snowbound mountaintop far from civilization. With
assassins eager to kill her, laying low on an alien world is the smartest play. But
wherever Scout goes, trouble follows. And a hamlet in the mountains gets far more
remote when girl assassins destroy the only means back to civilization. Now Scout
and her dogs face a long, cold climb back to the frozen star port city, her only
guide, a girl whose sister Scout killed when fighting for her life. Can she get to
safety before the girl learns the truth about Scout? And what secrets of her own is
this strange girl keeping? "Over Freezing Altitudes" the fifth book in "The Travels of
Scout Shannon" series, a young adult science fiction novel for fans of resourceful
heroines, survival in extreme environments, girl assassins and loyal dog sidekicks.
Galactic Central, a collection of floating cities in a vast, manmade, planetless
cloud. Scout Shannon longed to see it since she first heard of it. This place long
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represented her shining future. But in her less shiny present, she reaches it by
smuggling herself aboard a cargo ship and hides in the lower sewer-like levels of
the most opulent of the floating cities. Teams of girl assassins still hunt her. Worse,
her friends are in danger and don't even know. Scout has to save her friends,
because saving her friends means saving her entire planet from enslavement to
the Tajaki trade dynasty. Caught between two sides of that dynasty, with a
mysterious third party desperate to remove her from the galaxy, Scout is in way
over her head. But with her friends, she just might see a path to victory for all of
them. "At Galactic Central" the sixth and final book in "The Travels of Scout
Shannon" series, a young adult science fiction novel for fans of plucky heroines,
girl assassins, political intrigue, and loyal dog sidekicks.

The Falling Sky
Immediately following the Avatar's adventures chronicled in The Promise, this
remarkable omnibus that collects parts 1-3 of The Search, from Airbender creators
Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! For years, fans of Avatar: The Last
Airbender and The Legend of Korra have burned with one question--what happened
to Fire Lord Zuko's mother? Finding a clue at last, Zuko enlists the aid of Team
Avatar--and the most unlikely ally of all--to help uncover the biggest secret of his
life.
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Battlestar Galactica: The Unofficial TV Show Companion
Unlike the villagers, physician Andras Maddock has never shunned Owen, the Sin
Eater. How can Andras ignore the one man he loves? Owen is stunned when
Andras saves him from a gruesome death at the hands of vampire and then
wonders how a simple man acquired supernatural powers? Dagan, Dark Lord of the
Underworld, vows to take the mystic sword from Andras, a weapon that allows his
vampires to wreak their diabolical havoc in sunlight. Dagan will do anything to
avenge his father’s death, and in the process, make the Sin Eater his slave. Starcrossed love, sorcery, ancient myth and lore collide on a vengeful path where only
one side will taste victory. A stand-alone homoerotic full-length novel with
suspense, werewolves and dragons. Sin Eater One gifted with magic, able to
absorb the sins of a dying person so that person's soul is free to go unencumbered
to heaven. The Vampire Prayer "Whatever flows through your body, flows through
mine. I am in your likeness, he who feeds on the warm, red elixir of life. I am the
dreaded vampire, a blessed composition of your energy, lust and desire. My day is
the mortal's night, my sustenance their blood. When earth has witnessed its last
day, I shall rise again and serve you for all eternity." RAVES ”There is much to love
in this lush novel. Diablo's story is laced with strange Welsh folklore, history, and
myth, as well as those lovely Celtic words.” 5 Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ “This love story is
electric. The story is full of ancient folk lore, as well as werewolves and even
dragons!” 5 Stars “Vampires, werewolves and dragons thrown into the mix for this
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fantastical read.” 5 Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ The imagery in The Sin Eater’s Prince gave this
reader the shivers. The ultimate in romance played out as the men accepted their
fate and came together.” 5 Stars ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️

The Take2 Guide to Lost
On Christmas Eve 1971, the packed LANSA flight 508 from Lima to Pucallpa was
struck by lightning and went down in dense jungle hundreds of miles from
civilization. Of its 93 passengers, only one survived. Juliane Koepcke, the
seventeen-year-old child of famous German zoologists. She'd been thrown from the
plane two miles above the forest canopy, but had sustained only a broken
collarbone and a cut on her leg. With incredible courage, instinct and ingenuity,
she survived three weeks in the "green hell" of the Amazon - using the skills she'd
learned in assisting her parents on their research trips into the jungle - before
coming across a loggers hut, and, with it, safety. Now she tells her fascinating
story for the first time, and in doing so tells us about her 'Gerald Durrell' childhood
- with a menagerie of wild, exotic and sometimes dangerous pets - about how she
learned to survive at her parents ecological station deep in the rainforest and
about her present-day commitment to this wildlife as a biologist and dedicated
environmentalist.
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A Guide to the Paintings of Venice
Two fugitives, a princess-in-exile and her accused killer, cross the galaxy as they
fight to reclaim her family dynasty and save the universe from a deadly threat.

Ready Player One
Avatar: The Last Airbender--The Search Omnibus
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by
Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today •
“As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply
evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate
prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade
Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the
OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession
with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his
vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue.
Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the
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only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago SunTimes • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost
“An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all
heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of
pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and largehearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms
into prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic pageturner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and
plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our
own.”—iO9

Post-Apocalyptic Patriarchy
When a Boeing 777 lands at JFK International Airport and goes dark on the runway,
the Center for Disease Control, fearing a terrorist attack, calls in Dr. Ephraim
Goodweather and his team of expert biological-threat first responders. Only an
elderly pawnbroker from Spanish Harlem suspects a darker purpose behind the
event--an ancient threat intent on covering mankind in darkness. In one week,
Manhattan will be gone. In one month, the country. In two months--the world. This
horrifying first chapter introduces an outbreak of diabolical proportions that puts a
terrifying twist on the vampire genre! Collects issues #1 through #6.
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The Strain
"When Patricia Delfine was six years old, a wounded bird led her deep into the
forest to the Parliament of Birds, where she met the Great Tree and was asked a
question that would determine the course of her life. When Laurence Armstead
was in grade school, he cobbled together a wristwatch-sized device that could send
its wearer two seconds into the future. When Patricia and Laurence first met in
high school, they didn't understand one another at all. But as time went on, they
kept bumping into one another's lives. Now they're both grown up, and the planet
is falling apart around them. Laurence is an engineering genius who's working with
a group that aims to avert catastrophic breakdown through technological
intervention into the changing global climate. Patricia is a graduate of Eltisley
Maze, the hidden academy for the world's magically gifted, and works with a small
band of other magicians to secretly repair the world's every-growing ailments.
Neither Laurence nor Patricia can keep pace with the speed at which things fall
apart. But something bigger than either of them, something begun deep in their
childhoods, is determined to bring them together. And will"--

The Last Ship
Looks at how brands are using the world's most powerful online celebrities, like
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bloggers and tweeters, to market products and shows how this same system can
be used by the reader to achieve goals.

The Fall
In Mazel Tov, celebrity journalist Jill Rappaport and photographer Linda Solomon
offer an intimate glimpse of the bar or bat mitzvahs of some of the most talented
people in entertainment, politics and business. This remarkable book brings
together stories and never-before-seen family photos of a variety of public figures,
as they look back on their thirteen-year-old selves and reminisce about the
celebration that marked their transition into adulthood. The wonderfully candid
interviews in Mazel Tov document deeply poignant, and often hilariously awkward,
moments in these very public lives. Interviewees include Jeremy Piven, Senator
Joseph Lieberman, Marlee Matlin, Richard Dreyfuss, Ronald Perelman, Howie
Mandel, Gene Shalit, Harvey Fierstein, Judy Gold, Larry King, Donny Deutsch,
Michael Kors, Charles Grodin, Josh and Andy Bernstein, and many others. Their
experiences run the gamut: Kirk Douglas decided to be bar mitzvahed twice, while
others, like Noah Wyle, always wanted one but never had the chance. There are
stories of bar mitzvahs, bat mitzvahs, confirmations, and the only documented
"bark" mitzvah, held in honor of two beloved pets. Though the stories vary greatly
in their detail, they all express a common appreciation for values and traditions
that have been passed down through the generations. Illustrated with photos
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pulled from family albums as well as contemporary portraits, Mazel Tov is an
appealing tribute to the enduring bonds of faith and family.

How to Read a Book
Over 50 contributors ask and answer all your questions in this ultimate eBook
compendium of everything related to the most iconic and ‘talked-about’ series in
Television history. Each Chapter and Guide is made up of multiple associated
articles from the likes-of award-winning sci-fi authors David Brin and Peter Watts,
academics including Dr Kristine Larsen and Alan Shapiro, Lost community leaders
such as Jon Lachonis, news producers, comedy writers … and professional and lay
bloggists who spawned a revolution in television criticism. Just the ‘Ending’ chapter
alone has over 30 articles, opinions and insights to further challenge your
perspective. The sumptuous Episode Guide is a definitive resource of over 350
articles with at least two reviews of each episode as well as synopses, tidbits and a
comprehensive archive of intertextual references within each episode. Other
chapters include; - Cast and Characters which gives an incite to the characters role
in the overall drama … as well provide juicy titbits about the actors careers; Mythology,' which includes posts on the Smoke Monster, DHARMA, the Frozen
Donkey Wheel, and how religion was reflected on the series; - Philosophy, ranging
from scholarly but accessible posts on the philosophy and philosophers referenced
in the show, to a post on how the series affected one writer's personal philosophy;
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- Structure, including discussions on the flashback/forward/sideways, the DHARMA
stations, and a physicist's explanation of the science of time travel; - Interviews
with the showrunners and writers throughout the lifetime of the series. and much
much more.

Mob Daughter
A fun, flirty teen debut from Wattpad phenom Alex Light about a fake relationship
and real love. It’s been years since seventeen-year-old Becca Hart believed in true
love. But when her former best friend teases her for not having had a boyfriend,
Becca impulsively pretends she’s been secretly seeing someone. Brett Wells has it
all. As captain of the football team and one of the most popular guys in his school,
he should have no problem finding someone to date, but he’s always been more
focused on his future than who to bring to prom. When he overhears Becca’s lie,
Brett decides to step in and be the mystery guy. It’s the perfect solution: he gets
people off his back for not having a meaningful relationship and she can keep up
the ruse that she’s got a boyfriend. Acting like the perfect couple isn’t easy,
though, especially when you barely know the other person. But with Becca still
picking up the pieces from when her world was blown apart years ago and Brett
just barely holding his together now, they begin to realize they have more in
common than they ever could have imagined. When the line between what is
pretend and what is real begins to blur, they're forced to answer the question: Is
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this fake romance the realest thing in either of their lives?

Mazel Tov
 Twenty-first century American television series such as Revolution, Falling Skies,
The Last Ship and The Walking Dead have depicted a variety of doomsday
scenarios—nuclear cataclysm, rogue artificial intelligence, pandemic, alien invasion
or zombie uprising. These scenarios speak to longstanding societal anxieties and
contemporary calamities like 9/11 or the avian flu epidemic. Questions about postapocalyptic television abound: whose voices are represented? What tomorrows are
they most afraid of? What does this tell us about the world we live in today? The
author analyzes these speculative futures in terms of gender, race and sexuality,
revealing the fears and ambitions of a patriarchy in flux, as exemplified by the
“return” to a mythical American frontier where the white male hero fights for
survival, protects his family and crafts a new world order based on the old.

Childhood's End
In the Retro Hugo Award–nominated novel that inspired the Syfy miniseries, alien
invaders bring peace to Earth—at a grave price: “A first-rate tour de force” (The
New York Times). In the near future, enormous silver spaceships appear without
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warning over mankind’s largest cities. They belong to the Overlords, an alien race
far superior to humanity in technological development. Their purpose is to
dominate Earth. Their demands, however, are surprisingly benevolent: end war,
poverty, and cruelty. Their presence, rather than signaling the end of humanity,
ushers in a golden age . . . or so it seems. Without conflict, human culture and
progress stagnate. As the years pass, it becomes clear that the Overlords have a
hidden agenda for the evolution of the human race that may not be as benevolent
as it seems. “Frighteningly logical, believable, and grimly prophetic . . . Clarke is a
master.” —Los Angeles Times

Daniel X: Watch the Skies
In James Patterson's pulse-racing New York Times bestseller, violent animal attacks
are destroying entire cities-and two unlikely heroes must save the world before it's
too late. All over the world, brutal attacks are crippling entire cities. Jackson Oz, a
young biologist, watches the escalating events with an increasing sense of dread.
When he witnesses a coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the enormity of the
violence to come becomes terrifyingly clear. With the help of ecologist Chloe
Tousignant, Oz races to warn world leaders before it's too late. The attacks are
growing in ferocity, cunning, and planning, and soon there will be no place left for
humans to hide. For 36 years, James Patterson has written unputdownable, pulseracing novels-and Zoo is the thriller he was born to write. With wildly inventive
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imagination and white-knuckle suspense that rivals Stephen King at his very best,
Zoo is an epic, non-stop thrill-ride from "one of the best of the best" (Time).

A Thousand Pieces of You
Since Hopalong Cassidy and the Lone Ranger blazed their first trails on television
in 1949, Westerns have been the genre of choice for 180 series. Some (
Gunsmoke, Bonanza, and Maverick, for example) were classics; others, such as 26
Men and Shotgun Slade, were quickly forgotten. From Adventures of Briscoe
County, through Zorro and Son, this comprehensive reference work covers all 180
Western series. Each entry opens with a listing of the broadcast history of the
series, including original network, day and time. This is followed by a listing of the
regular cast members and a brief premise of the series. The individual episodes
are then covered, with the title, original air date, leading guest stars and a brief
synopsis given. An exhaustive index completes the work.

Dragon Rider
From Karen Gravano, a star of the hit VH1 reality show Mob Wives, comes a
revealing memoir of a mafia childhood, where love and family come hand-in-hand
with murder and betrayal. Karen Gravano is the daughter of Sammy "the Bull"
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Gravano, once one of the mafia's most feared hit men. With nineteen confessed
murders, the former Gambino Crime Family underboss—and John Gotti's right-hand
man—is the highest ranking gangster ever to turn State's evidence and testify
against members of his high-profile crime family. But to Karen, Sammy Gravano
was a sometimes elusive but always loving father figure. He was ever-present at
the head of the dinner table. He made a living running a construction firm and
several nightclubs. He stayed out late, and sometimes he didn't come home at all.
He hosted "secret" meetings at their house, and had countless whispered
conversations with "business associates." By the age of twelve, Karen knew he was
a gangster. And as she grew up, while her peers worried about clothes and
schoolwork, she was coming face-to-face with crime and murder. Gravano was
nineteen years old when her father turned his back on the mob and cooperated
with the Feds. The fabric of her family was ripped apart, and they were instantly
rejected by the communities they grew up in. This is the story of a daughter's
struggle to reconcile the image of her loving father with that of a murdering
Mafioso, and how, in healing the rift between the two, she was able to forge a new
life.

Meditations in an Emergency
From James Preller, the author of Bystander, another unflinching book about
bullying and its fallout. The summer before school starts, Sam's friend and
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classmate Morgan Mallen kills herself. Morgan had been bullied. Maybe she kissed
the wrong boy. Or said the wrong thing. What about that selfie that made the
rounds? Morgan was this, and Morgan was that. But who really knows what
happened? As Sam explores the events leading up to the tragedy, he must face a
difficult and life-changing question: Why did he keep his friendship with Morgan a
secret? And could he have done something-anything-to prevent her final actions?
This title has Common Core connections.

Shadows in the Vineyard
Poems deal with nature, motion pictures, human behavior, the arts, parties, and
other cultures

The Hero of Ages
In the aftermath of nuclear war, the Navy destroyer "Nathan James" and its
crew--including twenty-six women--searches the seas for a place where survival
would be possible.

The Fifty-Year Mission: The Complete, Uncensored,
Unauthorized Oral History of Star Trek: The First 25 Years
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During a wedding reception in Knoxville, Tennessee, five reluctant bridesmaids try
to avoid the proceedings by hiding out in an upstairs bedroom.

The Sin Eater's Prince
“This provocative jaunt…dissects society, technology, othering, and what makes
humanity human.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “An unpredictable, gross,
and prescient rumination on modernity, media consumption, and machine-aided
communication.” —Booklist (starred review) Told with Andrew Smith’s signature
dark humor, Rabbit & Robot tells the story of Cager Messer, a boy who’s stranded
on the Tennessee—his father’s lunar-cruise utopia—with insane robots. To help him
shake his Woz addiction, Billy and Rowan transport Cager Messer up to the
Tennessee, a giant lunar-cruise ship orbiting the moon. Meanwhile, Earth, in the
midst of thirty simultaneous wars, burns to ash beneath them. And as the robots
on board become increasingly insane and cannibalistic, and the Earth becomes a
toxic wasteland, the boys have to wonder if they’ll be stranded alone in space
forever. In Rabbit & Robot, Andrew Smith, Printz Honor author of Grasshopper
Jungle, makes you laugh, cry, and consider what it really means to be human.

If They Move . . . Kill 'Em!
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It's a dangerous time for Daniel X-and when he's cast in an evil director's TV show,
he must fight to stay alive. Daniel X thought he'd seen it all in his dangerous days
of hunting outlaws-but there's no business like show business, and Number Five on
his list of deadly targets is the most appalling criminal yet. An intergalactic reality
television producer has orchestrated the extermination of millions, with a
soundtrack and laugh track to accompany it. The evil entertainer's catching it all
on film, and he's looking for a big-ticket draw. Who better to star than the Alien
Hunter himself? Daniel finds himself cast in the lead role of a terrifying season
premiere . . . of the gravest show on Earth. Can Daniel X stop this deranged outlawor will he find himself on the cutting room floor?

Falling Skies
Emperor Elend Venture, having survived only to become a Mistborn himself,
struggles to find clues by the Lord Ruler that will save his world, while a guiltconsumed Vin takes on a task of ending the cosmic power of the Ruin mystic force.

When I Fell From the Sky
Scout Shannon's whole family died the day the Space Farers dropped an asteroid
on their domed city. Now she lives alone, out in the wild with only her dogs for
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company. She prefers it that way.But Scout finds herself at a crossroads. One road
leads back to a quiet life snug under the protective dome of a city. The other road
leads to a life in the rebellion, a life of adventure and excitement but also danger.
Dare she try to find the rebels hiding in the hills?Then a chance encounter with a
stranger from the other side of the galaxy threatens to derail what remains of
Scout's life. The entire galaxy awaits her, if she survives the next four days."Under
Falling Skies", a young adult science fiction novel, set on a remote planet with a
distinctly Old West feel. For fans of gunslinging women and young girl assassins.
And dogs.

Rabbit & Robot
A award-winning, psychological post–Cold War novel—adapted as a TNT series
starring Sean Bean—Legends is the next blockbuster spy novel from Robert Littell.
Martin Odum is a onetime CIA field agent turned private detective in Brooklyn,
struggling his way through a labyrinth of memories and past identities—“legends”
in Agency parlance. But who is Martin Odum? Is he a creation of the Legend
Committee at the CIA’s Langley headquarters? Is he suffering from multiple
personality disorder, brainwashing, or simply exhaustion? Widely considered one of
the true grand masters of American spy fiction, Robert Littell shifts focus from the
broad Cold War canvas of his international bestseller The Company to the life of a
single CIA operative caught in a contradictory “wilderness of mirrors” in which
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remembering the past and forgetting it are both deadly options. From
unforgettable opening to astonishing ending, Legends again proves Littell’s
unparalleled prowess as a seductive storyteller.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
Zoo
Volume one of a fifty year oral history of Star Trek by the people who were there,
in their own words, sharing never-before-told stories.

A Discovery of Witches
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most
successful guide to reading comprehension for the general reader, completely
rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not
just why we should read books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully
done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare
phenomenon, a living classic that introduces and elucidates the various levels of
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reading and how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through systematic
skimming and inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will learn when and
how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and
extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is instruction in the
different techniques that work best for reading particular genres, such as practical
books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and mathematics,
philosophy and social science works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended
reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.

The Upside of Falling
Cloud Atlas meets Orphan Black in this epic dimension-bending trilogy by New York
Times bestselling author Claudia Gray about a girl who must chase her father's
killer through multiple dimensions. Marguerite Caine's physicist parents are known
for their groundbreaking achievements. Their most astonishing invention, called
the Firebird, allows users to jump into multiple universes—and promises to
revolutionize science forever. But then Marguerite's father is murdered, and the
killer—her parent's handsome, enigmatic assistant Paul— escapes into another
dimension before the law can touch him. Marguerite refuses to let the man who
destroyed her family go free. So she races after Paul through different universes,
always leaping into another version of herself. But she also meets alternate
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versions of the people she knows—including Paul, whose life entangles with hers in
increasingly familiar ways. Before long she begins to question Paul's guilt—as well
as her own heart. And soon she discovers the truth behind her father's death is far
more sinister than she expected. A Thousand Pieces of You explores an amazingly
intricate multi-universe where fate is unavoidable, the truth elusive, and love the
greatest mystery of all.

City of the Falling Sky (the Seckry Sequence Book 1)
In the heart of Boston, following the devastating events of an alien invasion,
history professor Tom Mason and his sons meet up with the 2nd Mass, a militia
group determined to wipe out the aliens. But with the militia's supplies running
low, Tom must locate an old friend to equip him and his team in order to ensure
the survival of the human race! * Falling Skies is from DreamWorks Television and
stars Noah Wyle *

Under Falling Skies
After decades of internecine warfare, the tribes of the Tiste Edur have at last
united under the Warlock King of the Hiroth. There is peace--but it has been
exacted at a terrible price: a pact made with a hidden power whose motives are at
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best suspect, at worst, deadly. To the south, the expansionist kingdom of Lether,
eager to fulfill its long-prophesized renaissance as an Empire reborn, has enslved
all its less-civilized neighbors with rapacious hunger. All, that is, save one--the Tiste
Edur. And it must be only a matter of time before they too fall--either beneath the
suffocating weight of gold, or by slaughter at the edge of a sword. Or so destiny
has decreed. Yet as the two sides gather for a pivotal treaty neither truly wants,
ancient forces are awakening. For the impending struggle between these two
peoples is but a pale reflection of a far more profound, primal battle--a
confrontation with the still-raw wound of an old betrayal and the craving for
revenge at its seething heart. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Empress of a Thousand Skies
Anthropologist Bruce Albert captures the poetic voice of Davi Kopenawa, shaman
and spokesman for the Yanomami of the Brazilian Amazon, in this unique reading
experience--a coming-of-age story, historical account, and shamanic philosophy,
but most of all an impassioned plea to respect native rights and preserve the
Amazon rainforest.

Television Westerns Episode Guide
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Often helmed as one of the greatest science fiction shows of all time, Battlestar
Galactica is epic in every way. If you are new to the series or watching it again,
then this companion is for you. With profiles on characters and summaries of every
episode, this guide will help you keep track of all the plots and subplots. TVcaps is
an imprint of BookCapsTM Study Guides. Each unofficial TV guide, recaps TV shows
to help refresh your memory for what has previously happened. They feature
character profiles, show history, and episode by episode recaps.

The Travels of Scout Shannon: Books 4-6
When Seckry Sevenstars is forced out of his village by the greedy Endrin
Corporation and relocated to the daunting metropolis of Skyfall City, he harbours
resentment for the company and vows to get them back one day for taking away
his home, his school and his friends. Fortunately, the marvels of the city do a good
job in distracting Seckry from his anger and homesickness, and it isn't long before
he's competing at Friction (the city's most popular multiplayer video game),
slurping awe-inspiring multicoloured milkshakes, and getting butterflies on his first
date. Then, when a mysterious email asks Seckry to break into the headquarters of
the Endrin Corporation and steal a container full of worms for a hefty sum of
money, his anger resurfaces, and he can't resist the revenge he promised himself.
Alone at night, Seckry creeps through the sewers whilst wondering what
experiments Endrin might be doing on the worms, and emerges into the silent
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complex. But the worms aren't the only thing that he finds. Staring at him through
the darkness, with wide, innocent eyes, is something that makes Seckry's heart
almost stop. A girl. She's shaking, petrified, and has no recollection of who she is or
what she's doing there. Floodlights bleach the area and Seckry has no choice but
to grab a hold of the girl and escape with her. Suddenly the question of what
Endrin were doing with a few worms becomes the last thing on Seckry's mind.
What were Endrin doing with a human?

All the Birds in the Sky
“What Citizen Kane was to movie lovers in 1941, The Wild Bunch was to cineastes
in 1969,” critic Michael Sragow wrote in the New Yorker. “Its adrenaline rush of
revelations seemed to explode the parameters of the screen.” If They Move . . . Kill
‘Em! is the first major biography of David Samuel Peckinpah. Written by the film
critic and historian David Weddle, this fascinating account does critical justice to
an important body of cinema as it spins the tale of Peckinpah’s dramatic,
overcharged life and the turbulent times through which he moved. Sam Peckinpah
was born into a clan of lumberjacks, cattle ranchers, and frontier lawyers. After a
hitch with the Marines, he made his way to Hollywood, where he worked on a
string of low-budget features. In 1955 he began writing scripts for Gunsmoke; in
less than a year he was one of the hottest writers in television, with two classic
series, The Rifleman and The Westerner, to his credit. From there he went on to
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direct a phenomenal series of features, including Ride the High Country, Straw
Dogs, The Getaway, Pat Garrett and the Billy the Kid, and The Wild Bunch.
Peckinpah was both a hopeless romantic and a grim nihilist, a filmmaker who
defined his era as much as he was shaped by it. Rising to prominence in the social
and political upheaval of the late sixties and early seventies, Peckinpah and his
generation of directors—Stanley Kubrick, Arthur Penn, Robert Altman—broke with
convention and turned the traditional genres of Western, science fiction, war, and
detective movies inside out. No other era in Hollywood has matched it for sheer
energy, audacity, and originality, no one cut a wider path through that time than
Sam Peckinpah.

Midnight Tides
Amazon Best Book of the Month, July 2014 Journalist Maximillian Potter uncovers a
fascinating plot to destroy the vines of La Romanée-Conti, Burgundy's finest and
most expensive wine. In January 2010, Aubert de Villaine, the famed proprietor of
the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, the tiny, storied vineyard that produces the
most expensive, exquisite wines in the world, received an anonymous note
threatening the destruction of his priceless vines by poison-a crime that in the
world of high-end wine is akin to murder-unless he paid a one million euro ransom.
Villaine believed it to be a sick joke, but that proved a fatal miscalculation and the
crime shocked this fabled region of France. The sinister story that Vanity Fair
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journalist Maximillian Potter uncovered would lead to a sting operation by some of
France's top detectives, the primary suspect's suicide, and a dramatic
investigation. This botanical crime threatened to destroy the fiercely traditional
culture surrounding the world's greatest wine. SHADOWS IN THE VINEYARD takes
us deep into a captivating world full of fascinating characters, small-town French
politics, an unforgettable narrative, and a local culture defined by the twinned
veins of excess and vitality and the deep reverent attention to the land that runs
through it.

Legends
Brave young dragon Firedrake and his orphan friend Ben start a perilous journey to
the legendary Rim of Heaven. But close behind is a heartless monster who aches
to destroy the very last dragons on earth
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